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Define Tool/Dictionary App, MacBook OSX
10.11.5 (El Capitan)
Introduction
Are you looking for the definition or synonym of a word as you read through an article on the
internet or as you are typing a report? It’s easy to do on the Mac using the built-in define tool.

Learning Objectives
Completion of this tutorial will give you experience with the following:
•
•

Look up the definition of a word with a single click or with a keyboard command
Add additional dictionaries (including foreign languages)

This tutorial assumes
•
•

that you have a Mac computer
that you have the most recent version of Mac OSX installed (El Capitan)

Case Study
Bode is a Grade 4 student who requires benefits from the use of a computer to assist him in
reading. Bode is able to read independently and in situations where the text is above his reading
level, he is able to access the speech tool on the Mac to have the text read to him. However,
there are times when he encounters a word that is unfamiliar to him and the use of a dictionary
would enhance his comprehension of the passage. Rather than navigating to Google to look up
the word, Bode is able to click directly on the word and retrieve a definition immediately. As
Bode’s native is French, he is able to add an additional French-English dictionary at which point
he is able to retrieve the French word equivalent.
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Using the Define Tool and Dictionary App

1

This feature will only work within
Apple programs (e.g. Pages), or in
programs that support this
feature (Google Chrome). From a
document, identify the desired
word to be defined. Activate the
define tool using a variety of
methods. With the cursor over
the word:
1. Use force touch (requires
setting up in System
Preferences -> Touchpad).
2. Use the keyboard shortcut
Cmd-Ctrl-D.
3. Right click or Ctrl-Click the
word and select “look up
<word>”
It is also possible to change the
dictionary that the define tool
uses as its source material.

2

To do this, open the dictionary
app by:
1. Open spotlight (click the
magnifying glass in the top
right hand corner) (1) or hit
Cmd-Space. Type dictionary
and the app will pop up (2).
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3

4

5

With the Dictionary app open,
click preferences which will open
up a new dialogue box listing the
different reference sources that
you can select/unselect. Sources
can be reordered so that
dictionaries at the top are given
preferential order.
In addition, additional Wikipedia
languages can be added by
clicking on the Wikipedia entry.
Available languages will be listed.
Simply check the language that
support is required in.

To look up a word in Dictionary,
type the word into the search box
(1). The definition will be
displayed (2). Individual words
can be further defined by clicking
on them. Throughout this
process, text can be read out loud
by highlighting the words, right
clicking (or Cmd-click), navigating
to speech and select “start
speaking”.
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